Abstract—This study introduces a new concept of artificial intelligence based algorithm for classifying the faults in power system networks. This classification identifies the exact type and zone of the fault. The algorithm is based on unique type of neural network specially developed to deal with large set of highly dimensional input data. An improvement of the algorithm is proposed by implementing various steps of input signal preprocessing, through the selection of parameters for analog filtering, and values for the data window and sampling frequency. In addition, an advanced technique for classification of the test patterns is discussed and the main advantages comparing to previously used nearest neighbor classifier are shown.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with neural network based technique for protective relaying in power system networks. The problem of detecting and classifying the transmission line faults has been known for a long time. Traditional relaying principles are based on predetermined setting and take into account only common and easily anticipated fault conditions. Several varying parameters: type of fault, fault location, fault impedance, and fault incident time, as well as many other conditions imposed by actual network configuration, voltage levels, and variety of other events, determine the corresponding transient current and voltage waveforms detected by the relays at line ends. All these effects influence the relays tuned only to perform well during anticipated fault conditions. The new classification approach has to reliably conclude, in a very short time (around one cycle), whether, where and which type of fault occurs under a variety of time-varying operating conditions [1].

Neural networks can be used to solve power system protection problems, particularly those where traditional approaches have difficulty in achieving the desired speed, accuracy and selectivity. Neural networks are convenient for these tasks because they use individual examples to capture general, always complex and nonlinear, relationships among the data. They learn from the environment and adapt their recognition capabilities.

Various applications of neural networks were used in the past to improve recognition of the impedance used in distance relaying of transmission lines [2]. These applications are mainly based on widely used multilayer feed-forward networks. Whenever input patterns with large dimensionality are present (as in this particular case), training of these networks is very slow, needs much larger training sets, and very easily converges on local minima, usually very far from the global minimum. On-line training of this type of network for any new training data requires presenting the entire set of training patterns again.

Instead of using multilayer neural network, a unique type of neural network may be used for fault classification [3]-[6]. The network is applied directly to the samples of voltages and currents, and produce the fault type and zone classification in real time. This network is based on ISODATA clustering algorithm [7] and belongs to a group of special neural networks named Self-Organizing Maps [8]. The adaptive behavior of the neural network is described by Adaptive Resonance Theory [9]. The main aim of this work is to provide some insights into possible approaches to significantly improve existing neural network algorithm, through appropriate conditioning of input patterns as well as optimizing the classification of new patterns that have not been presented in the training process.

Electromagnetic transient program ATP [10] is used for simulating a specially developed power network model. Simulation outputs of a large number of scenarios, including various fault and normal operating states, are used as a signal generator for the neural network algorithm design, implemented in MATLAB [11]-[13].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief description of the neural network classification algorithm. Section III, divided into subsections, demonstrates generation and preprocessing of neural network input signals, and defines classification task. An advanced classification technique is introduced in section IV. The conclusion is given at the end.

II. NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

Neural networks try to produce a concise representation of system's behavior through identifying natural groupings of data.
from large data sets. The aim of this procedure, called clustering, is to partition a given set of input data (patterns) into several groups or clusters, so that each pattern is assigned to a unique cluster. Patterns that belong to the same cluster should be as similar as possible, while patterns that belong to different clusters should be as different as possible. Class label is assigned to each cluster, where class symbolizes a group of patterns with a common characteristic.

Self-organizing maps are special type of neural networks that map input patterns with similar features into adjacent clusters after enough input patterns have been presented [8]. The similarity between patterns is usually measured by calculating the Euclidean distance between two \( n \)-dimensional input vectors. After training, self-organized clusters represent prototypes of classes of input patterns. ISODATA clustering algorithm discovers the most representative positions of prototypes in the pattern space [7]. Adaptive Resonance Theory is characterized by its ability to form clusters incrementally, whenever a pattern, sufficiently different from all previously presented patterns, appears [9]. Incremental clustering capability can handle an infinite set of input data, because their cluster prototype units contain implicit representation of all the inputs previously encountered. Using this technique, the on-line training due to non-stationary inputs may be easily implemented.

This neural network is without hidden layers and its self-organized structure depends only on the presented input data set. The neural network training consists of unsupervised and supervised learning phases (Fig. 1) [4].

During unsupervised learning, patterns are presented without their class labels. This procedure tries to identify characteristic patterns or prototypes that can serve as cluster centers. The outcome of unsupervised learning is a stable family of clusters, defined as hyperspheres in an \( n \)-dimensional space, where \( n \) denotes the number of features, i.e. the length of input vector. Unsupervised learning forms stable family of both "clean" (homogenous, having patterns with the same class label) and "mixed" (non-homogenous, having patterns with two or more class labels) clusters. It does not require either the initial guess of the number of cluster, or the initial cluster center coordinates. It consists of two steps: initialization and stabilization. The Initialization establishes initial cluster structure based on similarity between the patterns, and by presenting each pattern only ones. During the stabilization all patterns are presented again until a stable cluster structure occurs and there are no patterns changing their cluster membership during the iterations. Stabilization phase is repeated many times until no pattern changes its cluster membership.

In the supervised learning the class label is associated with each data point. Supervised learning separates "mixed" clusters from the "clean" ones. It assigns class labels to the "clean" clusters. The tuning parameter \( \rho \), called vigilance parameter, controls the number and size of generated clusters and is being consecutively decreased during iterations.

Unsupervised and supervised learning procedures are repeated unless only "clean" clusters exist, or current value of vigilance parameter is less than then specified value.

During the testing procedure, distances between each test pattern and established clusters are calculated, and the nearest neighbors classifier [14] is efficiently implemented since the number of optimized prototypes is significantly smaller than the number of training patterns. The outcome of the testing are class labels assigned to test patterns according to the most common value among the \( K \) nearest prototypes.

III. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASSIFYING TRANSMISSION LINE FAULTS

A. Generation of Input Signals

Power system used for algorithm evaluation and testing is 345 kV power system section, provided by Reliant Energy (RE) HL&P company. The model of the given power network is implemented in Alternative Transient Program (ATP) program [10]. It is used for simulating various fault scenarios on one of the transmission lines, by varying fault parameters. The reduced network equivalent was obtained by using the load flow and short circuit data, and verified using both the steady state and transient state results. Neural network based algorithm takes voltage and current measurements from one end of the line. It has to be trained to recognize the type and
zone of the fault. The classification is based only on direct use of samples without impedance computing. The example of the simulation output data, including three-phase line currents and voltages, for one specific case, phases A to B to ground fault, is shown in Fig. 2. Current and voltage samples obtained through simulations are used for forming training and test patterns for protective algorithm learning and evaluation.

![Fig. 2. Typical voltage and current measurements for ABG fault.](image)

Training patterns are generated by specifying several values for each fault parameter, and combining these values to cover possibility space of fault cases [14]. Prototypes formed during training represent the most typical patterns obtained through simulations. Test patterns for algorithm evaluation in heuristic, previously unseen, situations are generated by random setting of all fault parameters. The test patterns might be very heterogeneous and quite different from the training patterns since there are many operating states and possible events in the power network. They are classified according to their similarity to prototypes adopted during training.

**B. Preprocessing of Input Signals**

Neural network training can be made more efficient if certain preprocessing steps are performed on the network inputs. Pattern extraction from obtained measurements depends on several algorithm tuning parameters. Those parameters significantly determine quality of algorithm training.

Input into the neural network is in the form of the moving data window containing samples of phase currents and voltages (Fig. 3). Selection of sampled data for training in desired data window may include: three phase currents, three phase voltages, or both the three phase currents and voltages. Comparison of algorithm performances in all three cases is a challenging task.

Examples of extracted patterns for different values of algorithm parameters are shown in Figs. 4 to 6 for the choice of three-phase currents. Phase current measurements are filtered by an analog filter and sampled with desired sampling frequency. Patterns are extracted from these measurements during the desired data window (after the fault occurs), normalized, and placed together in one row to form feature vector components.

![Fig. 3. Voltage and current samples and moving data window used for forming the patterns.](image)

![Fig. 4. Example of pattern feature vectors for different values of II order Butterworth analog filter crossover frequencies.](image)
Fig. 5. Example of pattern feature vectors for different lengths of data window.

Fig. 6. Example of pattern feature vectors for different values of sampling frequency.

The applied analog filter is the second order Butterworth filter, and the effect of various selected crossover frequencies, 0.5 kHz, 1 kHz, and 2 kHz, is shown in Fig. 4. The filter crossover frequency has to be carefully adopted, such that the noise and other high frequency components are filtered, while the characteristic signal waveform is retained.

The effect of the selected data window is illustrated in Fig. 5, for the window lengths of 0.5, 1 and 1.5 cycles (1 cycle = 16.67 ms). Longer window increases the number of features used for training, and gives better information about the signals. At the same time it means slower training and testing, and may cause deficiencies in classifying the fault in a real time.

Sampling frequency has similar effect on forming the patterns as the data window does. Pattern feature vectors for sampling frequencies 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 5 kHz are shown in Fig. 6. Increased sampling frequency offers improved signal detection but also may cause significant computational burden.

In each particular application, extensive set of simulations have to be performed to optimize all mentioned parameters for algorithm training. When this condition is satisfied, algorithm training may be started.

C. Classification Task

Type of classification might be based on detecting the fault type (Normal, AG, BG, CG, AB/ABG, BC/BCG, CA/CAG, ABC/ABCG), fault zone (Normal, Zone I, Zone II), fault resistance (Normal, Low, High), or any combination among them. Classification of testing patterns is performed by using the cluster structure established during training and applying the K-nearest neighbor rule. Clusters are formed as spheres in the \( n \)-dimensional space. Simplified example in two dimensions is given in Fig. 7. The cluster centers are identified as prototypes or characteristic patterns. Input parameter for algorithm testing is only the number \( K \) of the nearest neighbors for the rule. Test patterns are extracted and normalized from generated patterns using the same procedure as for training patterns and have equal number of features. For each test pattern, Euclidean distances to all clusters retrieved from reference set are computed and sorted in an increasing order.

The most frequent class label of K nearest clusters is computed and assigned to actual pattern. If the input pattern belongs to any of the “normal-state” clusters then the input data window is "moved" for one sample and the comparison is performed again. If the input pattern does not belong to the “normal-state” clusters then the fault is detected and execution of the fault classification logic is initiated. The parameter used
to force the neural network to make the final decision is the time. After decision time has expired, if pattern still does not come back to the normal state, the neural network will classify the fault event according to the fault type detected in that instance.

IV. ADVANCED K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS TECHNIQUE

Standard version of the K-nearest neighbors rule may be improved to achieve better classification of the test set of patterns that corresponds to a new set of simulated events, previously unseen during training. Between established clusters there is an unlabeled space making the pattern recognition more difficult, because in real situation many new upcoming patterns appear in that space.

Given a set of classified clusters, the standard K-nearest neighbors rule [13] determines the classification of the input pattern \( x_i \) based only on the class labels of the \( K \) closest clusters in the cluster structure established during training:

\[
\mu_j(x_i) = f[K, \mu_j(v_l)]
\]

(1)

where:

- \( \mu_j(v_l) \) is membership value which determines the degree of belonging of cluster \( l \) to class \( j \);
- \( \mu_j(x_i) \) is membership value of pattern \( i \) belonging to class \( j \);
- \( i = 1, \ldots, P \); where \( P \) is number of patterns;
- \( j = 1, \ldots, C \); where \( C \) is number of classes;
- \( l = 1, \ldots, K \); where \( K \) is number of neighbors;
- \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_K \) denotes the centers of \( K \) nearest neighbors of pattern \( x_i \).

\( \mu_j(v_l) \) has only crisp values 0 or 1, depending on whether or not a cluster \( v_l \) belongs to class \( j \):

\[
\mu_j(v_l) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if cluster } l \text{ belongs to class } j \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

In this rule all \( K \) nearest clusters have the equal importance, without taking into account their radii, and distances to the pattern that has to be classified.

The advanced K-nearest neighbors technique is a fuzzy classification technique that generalizes the K-nearest neighbors rule. New patterns are classified based on the weighted distances \( d_i \) to \( K \) nearest clusters, as well as on relative size \( r_l \) and class labels \( c_j \) of these clusters (Fig. 8). The advanced K-nearest neighbors technique calculates a vector of membership values \( \mu_j(x_i) \) of input pattern \( x_i \) in the existing classes. The class membership values are calculated based on the following formula:

\[
\mu_j(x_i) = f[K, \mu_j(v_l), d_i(x_i)]
\]

(3)

where now \( \mu_j(v_l) \) may take any value between 0 and 1, representing the relative size of the actual cluster \( l \). Each cluster belongs to one of the existing classes, with membership value defined by the following adopted relation:

\[
\mu_j(v_l) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{r_l}{r_{l_{max}}} & \text{if cluster } l \text{ belongs to class } j \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(4)

The membership degree of cluster \( v_l \) belonging to class \( j \) is equal to the ratio between radius \( r_l \) of actual cluster \( l \) and radius \( r_{l_{max}} \) of the largest cluster in the cluster structure. The outcome is that the larger clusters have more influences then the smaller ones, and the clusters with longest radius have \( \mu_j(v_l) = 1 \).

Another improvement toward realistic classification is taking into account distances between pattern \( x_i \) and \( K \) nearest clusters. The distance \( d_i(x_i) \) may be generally selected to be a weighted Euclidean distance between pattern \( x_i \) and cluster \( l \)

\[
d_i(x_i) = \|v_l - x_i\|^m
\]

(5)

where the parameter \( m \) determines how heavily the distance is weighted when calculating the class membership.

If two or more of \( K \) nearest clusters have the same class label, then they give cumulative membership value to that class. When values \( \mu_j(x_i) \) for all \( K \) neighbors have been calculated, pattern \( x_i \) is classified to the class with the highest membership degree

\[
\text{Class}(x_i) = \{j | \mu_j(x_i) \geq \mu_m(x_i), \ j, m = 1, \ldots, C \ m \neq j \}
\]

(6)

This idea of new fuzzyfied classification technique algorithm will help classify better a variety of test patterns, comparing to the previously used K-nearest neighbors algorithm. The optimal values, for number of neighbors \( K \) and parameter \( m \) which establishes weighted distances, have to be determined and applied in each particular implementation.
V. CONCLUSION

This study introduces possible directions to improve existing neural network algorithm for classifying the transmission line faults. This algorithm was used earlier in the efforts aimed at replacing distance relays with new relays not having traditional setting and based on pattern recognition capabilities. The algorithm is a specific type of clustering algorithm. It translates input patterns into pattern prototypes, the structure of clusters that represents various classes of input data sets. The algorithm is very flexible and easily enables further modifications and upgrading. Conditioning of input signals, as well as selection of values for analog filtering, data window for taking the patterns, and sampling frequency, play significant role in the algorithm behavior during training and performance during testing. Different aspects of these factors are illustrated through several examples. Furthermore, classification of the test patterns is analyzed through comparison of a simple K-nearest neighbors classifier used so far, and the new fuzzyified approach of that classifier. The advanced approach offers more realistic classification of the test patterns. This is done by taking into account weighted distances between a pattern and the K nearest clusters, as well as the relative size of those clusters.

Proposed tunings and improvements of the neural network algorithm may enable better classification of the fault type and zone. Combines use of neural and fuzzy techniques in the same algorithm leads to complex reasoning that improves the event classification ability for recognizing a variety of the events that could happen in power networks.
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